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Maono PD200x Dynamic Microphone (Black)
Experience  a  new  level  of  audio  quality  with  the  Maono  PD200x  dynamic  microphone,  which  combines  flawless  tone  clarity  with  a
modern design. Thanks to its exceptionally clean sound provided by a custom microphone capsule, this model is the perfect choice for
professionals and enthusiasts seeking reliability and aesthetics. The durable metal construction, intuitive sound and RGB lighting control
are just the beginning of the benefits that the Maono PD200x offers. Whether you're hosting podcasts, participating in video conferences,
or recording courses, this microphone is designed to meet your expectations.
 
Custom Microphone Capsule
The key to perfect sound is  the innovative Maono PD200x microphone capsule.  Precisely designed, it  ensures exceptionally clean and
clear sound, which is essential for professional recordings. It perfectly balances the tonality, bringing out the fullness of the user's voice,
which is invaluable for podcasting or webinars.
 
Impressive RGB Lighting
Visual  appeal  of  the  microphone  is  as  important  as  its  functionality,  and  the  Maono  PD200x  does  not  disappoint  in  this  regard.  RGB
lighting with the option to choose from 8 colors, color-changing mode, and the ability to turn off the backlight add a unique character to
the device.
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Advanced Maono Link Software
Maono  Link  software  extends  the  capabilities  of  the  PD200x  microphone,  giving  the  user  control  over  the  sound  at  both  basic  and
advanced levels. Equalizer, Limiter, Compressor are just some of the features that allow for sound customization. Adjusting the sound to
your preferences has never been so easy and intuitive, which is a significant advantage when working on various projects.
 
Metal Construction
Durability  and solidity  are two characteristics  that  the Maono PD200x microphone can boast  of.  The metal  construction not  only adds
elegance  but  also  guarantees  the  device's  longevity.  This  microphone is  designed to  withstand long  recording  sessions  and  daily  use
without compromising on quality or appearance.
 
Intuitive Sound Control
Designed with  user  comfort  in  mind,  the  PD200x features  a  volume control  knob for  both  your  own voice  and headphone audio.  This
makes  the  microphone  extremely  user-friendly,  allowing  for  quick  and  precise  audio  level  adjustments  during  use.  Additionally,  the
built-in mute button allows for instant privacy, which is crucial during live broadcasts.
 
Package Contents
Dynamic microphone
User manual
Microphone stand
USB-A to USB-A/USB-C 2.5m cable
⅝” to ⅜” adapter
 
Specifications
Brand
Maono
Model
PD200x
Color
Black
Ports
USB-C, mini jack 3.5mm, XLR

Preço:

Antes: € 71.4999

Agora: € 71.00

Jogos, Microphones
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